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EXHIBITION: ANDRE BRAUN

For more information: Waverley Library Galleries 32-48 Denison Street, Bondi Junction
(02) 9386 7777  www.bondiworldexpo.com 
This exhibition October 2 until October 30, 2014
Open Monday–Friday, 9.30am–9pm Saturdays, 9.30am–3pm Sundays,1–5pm

bondiworldexpo
The concept of Bondiworldexpo started in 2012, where Andre Braun had the
opportunity to exhibit at the Bondi Pavilion Gallery. The work depicted in
“bondiworldexpo 2012” reflected his then state of mind and has been a way of
expressing emotions through the medium of photography. 

“Bondiworldexpo revisited” is focussing on the rediscovery of Bondi Beach, from a
unique perspective, creating an intriguing and unique photographic environment and
landscape.

Ground Floor - Foyer Two Worlds – One beach

Two opposite worlds in one same location, Bondi Beach. It is a story of two main
residents of this amazing beach, the gulls and human creatures sharing the same
space. This concept is about the analogy of two worlds apart, but with one goal in
common, trying to defy gravity. An attempt to look at this beautiful beach in an unusual
way, a dance of two different world in one magic location. Capturing the moment, as if
gravity did not exist! 

First Floor - Atrium 

Scale Photography at Bondi Beach: This concept is all about exploration, imagination,
discovery and beauty of one location, Bondi Beach, at a different scale. Looking at
reality from a unique perspective. Human models have been physically reduced in scale
and then strategically positioned in the landscape to create ground breaking depiction
of the”Bondi Beach world”. 

at Waverley Library Galleries from 2nd October
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Born in Switzerland in 1968, Andre Braun has
over 20 years experience in architecture. His
particular passion is the integration of
architecture, graphic art, 3-D visualisations and
multi-media presentations.
In 1995, after working in several cities including
Hong Kong, Berlin and Zurich, Andre moved to
Sydney where he continued to polish his skills as a
design architect for several medium to large local
and international architectural design studios.
In parallel to bondiworldexpo, he is presently
working on the commercial buildings of the inner
city development of Bangaroo South, Sydney.
The concept of bondiworldexpo started in
November 2012, where Braun had the
opportunity to exhibit at the Bondi Pavilion
Gallery. The work depicted in 'bondworldexpo 1'
reflected his then state of mind and has been a
way of expressing emotions through the medium of
photography.


